Digital Scanning Inc.

Microfilm Scanning

Make the Move from Film to Digital
Digital Scanning is ready to help you take your images on microfilm and convert them to an easy-to-use
set of digital images. If you have one reel of film or
hundreds, DSI can help you turn them into an easy to
navigate series of digital images. We work with both
16 and 35 millimeter film and are able to work with
film from 100 feet to 1000 feet in length.

Find Documents
Without Leaving Your Desk
DSI will organize your digital files in a structure that
mimics the way you organize your microfilm. With a
set of digital images created by DSI you can locate
documents without searching through stacks of reels.
Browse documents and create copies on your computer, and share them with others without having to give
them a physical copy.

DSI Worked with The University of Chicago to
scan microfilm of the Chicago Maroon, their student newspaper. DSI captured ten years worth of
documents from 35 mm film.

Who We Work With
DSI works with clients big and small on jobs of all
sizes. We have worked with universities, libraries and
governments to digitize microfilm. DSI has over seventeen years of experience and is ready to work with
you on any kind of microfilm. Contact us today to
discuss what we can do for you.

For more information, please visit our web
site and fill out our information request form,
or contact Chip Musson at chip@digitalscanning.com
Digital Scanning Inc, 344 Gannett Road, Scituate, MA 02066

A full-resolution sample of an image captured
by DSI
DSI can capture pages as
high-resolution 600 DPI
TIFF Files, ensuring that
every detail present on the
film is captured in the digital
image. The image to the left
is a thumbnail of the page
that the sample above was
taken from.
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